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Charming hotel lobby interior

As Kolašin’s first 5-star condo hotel, Breza Hotel & Residences 
bring world-class amenities and 6,845m2 of rural luxury and rustic 
comfort to the Montenegrin mountains. With a central Kolašin 
location, the complex houses a total of 144 luxury hotel rooms and 
17 prestige apartments, each with a dedicated balcony for morning 
mountain views, mid-afternoon sun-soaking and evening stargazing. 

The resort is an approved project under the Montenegrin Citizenship 
by Investment programme, providing a unique investment 
opportunity for an off-the-beaten-track, ultra-luxury investment in 

Montenegro’s charming north.

Breza Hotel and Residences

THE HOME OF PRIVACY 
& DISCRETION 

Peace, refinement and mountain feel
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CGI of Breza Hotel & Residences
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Top to bottom and left to right: 

Map of Montenegro 
Mountain scenery over Kolasin
Natural beauty of Montenegro’s north

Situated in Europe’s boutique southeast corner, north Montenegro 
provides an idyllic setting for cosy, snow-blanketed winters and outdoor 
sun-kissed summers. The quaint town of Kolašin sits at 960m above 
sea level, in the country’s northern region, known for its abundance of 
fauna and flora, unspoilt natural environment and fresh mountain air.

A turn off the main highway, just 80km north of Podgorica Airport, 
Kolašin is Montenegro’s principal mountain and ski resort, sat on the 
riverbank of the gushing Tara. A perfect base for explorers and hikers, 
the town is located in close proximity to the UNESCO-protected 
Biogradska Gora National Park, Europe’s last surviving primeval 
forest, and a choice of breath-taking hiking routes along the Bjelasica 

mountain range. 

Sitting just a short distance from the Serbian border, the town also 
provides onward connectivity to Serbia and the wider region via road 

or the renowned Belgrade-Bar railway. 

SETTING THE SCENE
Location and accessibility

KOLAŠIN
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SERBIA
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Couple embracing the Montenegrin wilderness
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Encircled by mountains, Montenegro offers a haven of sheltered 
towns, unspoilt natural beauty and secure investment with global 
connectivity to international luxury communities from the very heart 

of Europe. 

As the second fastest-growing tourism economy in the world and 
member of the NATO alliance, this new and young economy 
coupled with a favourable tax policy and stable political climate, 

provides a solid investment opportunity for discerning buyers. 

Soon to become an EU member, the promise of international 
security and stability is buttressed by an influx of foreign investment 

and tourism growth in this strategically located European gem.

INVESTMENT ALLURE
Economy, stability and Citizenship by Investment

As a qualifying development for Montenegro’s Citizenship by 
Investment Programme, Breza Hotel & Residences combines a 
luxury hotel experience with citizenship benefits for buyers seeking an 

invaluable real estate investment. 

The programme will offer 2,000 passports to eligible investors upon 
a qualifying real estate purchase of €250,000 and government fund 

contribution of €100,000, alongside administrative fees.

In exchange, buyers are rewarded with the 34th ranked passport for 
global mobility and visa-free travel to 123 countries, including the 

Schengen area. 

With no relocation or language requirements and an average processing 
time of 3 months, the programme provides ultimate inclusion into a 

stable community with a wealth of natural and cultural treasures. 

CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT
Programme 

€250,000 real estate investment
€100,000 development fund contribution

Due diligence and administrative fees
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MODERN-
MEETS-RURALMEETS-RURAL
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BREZA HOTEL & 
RESIDENCES

The home of privacy and discretion

In the heart of Kolašin’s Breza settlement, close to the town centre, 
the hotel extends over a sloping terrain, encircled by woodland, 
namely birch trees, after which the hotel takes its name. At Breza, 
the landscape takes centre stage to provide a countryside retreat and 
haven of peace and serenity, with an accent on luxury and exclusivity.

A spacious hotel reception and lobby open up to a generous 
residential offering of 144 rooms and 17 apartments to provide 
shelter from the outdoors, with underground parking and capacity 

for up to 324 guests. 

Residents can escape into a world of mountain luxury and rustic 
comfort, with a wealth of five-star amenities, starting from the 
lobby bar, signature hotel restaurant, spa and gym zone, as well as 

Montenegro’s first casino with outdoor terrace.

Top to bottom and left to right: 

CGI of Breza Hotel at dusk
Morning sun inside Breza Residence
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MODERN-MEETS-RURAL
Authentic design and architecture

Inspired by Montenegro’s mountainous region, the hotel reflects a 
modern-meets-rural approach to architecture, with A-Frame façades 
that mimic the mountain peaks, providing a shelter from the outdoors. 

Wooden exteriors blend in with the surroundings for an authentic 
and natural finish, whilst stone wall enclosures emboss the perimeter 
of this mountain resort for a rural luxury finish, with lush landscaping 
and birch tree groves creating an idyllic setting for enjoying the 

mountain sun. 

Residents escape into a world of mountain luxury, rustic comfort and 
sweet dreams – whether it’s a cosy evening relaxing by the fireplace, or 

a nonchalant springtime mountain retreat spent on the terrace.  

CGI of morning haze over Breza Hotel & Residences
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Open plan bar and restaurant reflecting country comfort
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THE HOME 
OF PRIVACY & 
DISCRETION



Cool-by-the-spa pool
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Left to right:

Heated loungers in spa interior
Breza spa experience treatment room



Behold Montenegro’s very own Little Switzerland, home to the 
region’s first five-star condo hotel, with a selected property portfolio 

and access to hassle-free ownership. 

 Five-star condo hotel

144 standard rooms sized 28-58m2

 17 prestige apartments comprised of junior, one- and two-bedroom 
suites

 7 junior suites sized 47-75m2

 9 one-bedroom suites sized 68-85m2

 1 two-bedroom suite sized 92.17m2

 Capacity for 2 or 4 adults per unit

 Terraces across all units

 Luxury living with rural comfort

 Spectacular mountain views

 Hassle-free ownership

PEACE, REFINEMENT AND 
MOUNTAIN FEEL

Property features
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Interior CGI of Breza Residence
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Left to right:

Chic hotel bathroom
Spa & Wellness reception area



LOCAL CHARM AND CHARACTER
Interior design
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The hotel interiors sit at the peak of exclusivity and style, drawing 
inspiration from the local landscape and rural culture for a country 
glam finish. With precious tapestries, rustic natural wood and 
stone features, comforting textures, furs and soft tones designed 
to nurture and relax, Breza creates an effortlessly warm and 

enchanting atmosphere with a country feel. 

From Stags’ heads to tartan cushions, mosaic tiles, ottoman rugs 
and pampas grass, the interiors are reminiscent of Montenegro’s 
east-meets-west culture, doused with a good measure of north 

Montenegrin charm.

 Wood and stone interiors

 Pine panelling

 Soft warming hues

 Inviting textures

 Comforting textile furnishings

 Stylish décor 

 Soft lighting

 Expansive glass panelling

 Greenery and neutral floral detail

 Contemporary comfort

 Mountain luxury

 Country glam

Winter sports-inspired interiors at Breza Hotel & Residences
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KOLAŠIN
ATTRACTIONS



Misty and mystical water experience in mountain lake
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THE KOLAŠIN ATTRACTION
Activity-packed stays

As the country’s principal established ski and 
mountain resort with proximity to national 
parks and hiking routes, Kolašin is the perfect 
year-round destination for cultural, culinary 
and activity-packed stays. 

In the winter, skiing takes the focus with a 
local après-ski centre for adrenalin seekers 
and lovers of active holidays; meanwhile, the 
relaxation and spa culture creates a perfect 
match for blustery mornings and lazy days.
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Come summertime, Montenegrin sunbeams 
penetrate the mountain peaks, whilst the 
altitude preserves ideal conditions for 
adventure sports, hiking and relishing the 
unpolluted mountain air.

Located in close proximity to the UNESCO-
protected Biogradska Gora National Park 
and Tara Canyon, the world’s deepest after 
Colorado, the region is a true haven for lovers 
of natural wonder and the outdoors. 

Coupled with the open-hearted local culture, 
charming kafanas, serving up wholesome, 
home-cooked meals including kacamak – a 
hearty potato-polenta-cheese hotpot – and 
fresh pastrmka or trout, usually served straight 
from grill – Kolašin shows off its talent for 
authentic mountain luxury and rustic comfort 
in one of Europe’s most exclusive and 
boutique off-the-radar destinations.

Top to bottom and left to right:

Adventurer taking to the hills on foot
Fresh powder at sunrise
Lake breaks at Biogradska Gora
A hearty dish of kacamak and local cheese



Barren and beautiful mountain slopes
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Contact
CG RESORT D.O.O.

Palih boraca 19b, Tivat 85320
Montenegro

Tel +382 67 262 279
 info@hotelbreza.me
www.hotelbreza.me




